Delavan National Specialty, Delavan, Wisconsin held May 18-23, 1999
Judge: Mr. Richard L. Bauer

**Best of Breed**

L’Ete Spiritual Encounter (D).
Breeder(s): Dr. Stanley Sohn and Linda Sohn. By CH Tuinluv’s-N-MGL’s Stop-N-Star – L’Ete Margo. Owner(s): Dr. Stanley Sohn and Linda Sohn.

**Best of Winners**

L’Ete Spiritual Encounter (D).
Breeder(s): Dr. Stanley Sohn and Linda Sohn. By CH Tuinluv’s-N-MGL’s Stop-N-Star – L’Ete Margo. Owner(s): Dr. Stanley Sohn and Linda Sohn.
**Best of Opposite Sex**

*Kenrics Amica I Love Lucy (B)*
Breeder(s): Rick Carr and Maricille Hazelton. By CH Kvar Josandre’ Tripoly – La Pacir Amica Bewitched. Owner(s): Rick Carr.

**Awards of Merit**

*AOM1*

**CH Tuinlув-N-Marquis Burn Em Up (D).**
Breeder(s): Tina and David Moran., and Paula and Kevin Ray. Owner(s): Tina and David Moran.

*AOM2*

**CH Kisus Dances With The Wind (B).**
Breeder(s): Betty Hinson. Owner(s): Betty Hinson.

*AOM3*

**CH Denzel The Comedy Act (B).**
Breeder(s): Tracy Halverson Burdick. Owner(s): Susi Gleffe
CH Nanstar Earl Grey of Car-Lee (D).
Breeder(s): Carlo Langer and Nancy Pinke. Owner(s): Carol Langer and Nancy Pinke.

AOM5
CH Medina’s My Embraceable U (B).
Breeder(s): Sandra Haber. Owner(s): Sandra Haber.

Winners Dog

L’Ete Spiritual Encounter.
Breeder(s): Dr. Stanley Sohn and Linda Sohn. By CH Tuinluv’s-N-MGL’s Stop-N-Star – L’Ete Margo. Owner(s): Dr. Stanley Sohn and Linda Sohn.

Reserve Winners Dog

Janais Hocus Pocus.
Breeder(s): Debbie Hutchison. Owner(s): Tom Hutchison.
Winners Bitch

Kenrics Amica I Love Lucy.
Breeder(s): Rick Carr and Maricille Hazelton. By CH Kvar Josandre’ Tripoly – La Pacir Amica Bewitched. Owner(s): Rick Carr.

Reserve Winners Bitch

Denzel The Look Of Royalty.
Breeder(s): Tracy Halverson Burdick. Owner(s): Lee E. Dirks.

Best Junior Handler

Jackie Holat
Wholat’s Always Clinging On